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HOW NUDE

GET YOUR KIT OFF
Hong Kong’s homegrown beauty scene has been coming
on leaps and bounds in recent times, and the latest local
brand to tickle our fancy is Kit + Joe Botanicals. Their
range of soaps and scrubs, all handcrafted in small batches
right here in HK, are totally pushing our pampering
buttons. Think top-quality all-natural ingredients,
gorgeous packaging, delicious scents and a fantastic “Bar
for Bar” pledge where they will donate one bar of soap
to a registered Hong Kong charity for every bar sold. Our
current favourite scents are peppermint and lavender… or
blood orange with cinnamon and clove… or coconut and
lime with green tea… OK, we can’t really pick a favourite,
but free delivery within Hong Kong whatever the order size
makes Kit + Joe an all-round winner. Bar soaps are $78 and
body scrubs are $150.
www.kitandjoe.com.

Nude By Nature, one of Australia’s top mineral
cosmetics brands, is now available in Hong Kong.
The range harnesses the natural power of native
Australian ingredients like avocado oil, quandong
fruit and the amazingly-named lily pily flower, whilst
ditching synthetics and preservatives, too. They’re
also 100 percent cruelty-free and PETA certified. The
large line has everything you need to create a flawless
face - including foundations, concealers, blushes,
illuminators and finishing powders - as well as a range
of hypoallergenic brushes to apply it all with. And, it all
comes in extremely covetable rose-gold packaging…
yes, we’re shallow like that, but these pretties are going
to look great in all those Instagram #flatlay shots! The
makeup ranges from $160-340, brushes are $160-240, or
you can treat yourslef to the full brush set for $390.
Available at Harvey Nichols, 15 Queen's Road
Central, and selected Watsons stores citywide.
www.nudebynature.com.

SWISS BLISS
This one’s for the all luxury spa junkies… although
who wouldn’t be a luxury spa junkie given the chance
(and the budget!)? Super-swish Swiss skincare brand
Valmont’s spa - handily named The Spa by Valmont has just relocated to even swankier premises in Central.
Rivalling any of the five-star hotel spas in Hong Kong,
their new uber-indulgent digs boast five VIP treatment
rooms with elements like private steam rooms,
personal Jacuzzis and water massage beds. Sign us up
for a spa day, stat!
1/F, Pacific House, 20 Queen's Road Central, 31019998, www.evalmont.com.hk.
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With the leaps and bounds made in medicine in the
past few year, people are increasingly turning to
medical technology to help boost their sex lives. Here

THE BARE NECESSITIES
BareMinerals are pretty much the OGs of the
natural beauty scene and their range just keeps
getting bigger and better. Their latest addition is
the Correctives Collection, a small but perfectly
formed set of precision-targeted products that tackle
specific skincare sob stories, such as wrinkles, dark
circles, blemishes and intense dryness. There are
three super serums (Brilliant Future Age Defence &
Renew, Eternalixir Skin-Volumising Oil, and Blemish
Remedy Acne Clearing Treatment) and an eye cream,
all clinically tested and fuelled by the brand’s mineral
expertise to make the most of high-performance
peptides, vitamins and botanical extracts. Simply
pick the product that addresses your specific skincare
concern - or cover all your bases and buy the lot.
Prices range from $330-470.
Available at SOGO Causeway Bay, FACESSS
Harbour City and Beauty Avenue Langham Place.
www.bareminerals.com.hk.

are some of the creative treatments currently being
pioneered around the world.
Lip Service
Fuller lips (both above and below!) can be achieved
with temporary fillers. Hyaluronic acid gels last 4-6
months, whereas the "Cinderella Pout" technique
uses saline to plump the lips for 6-8 hours. Labial
“puffing” and clitoral enhancement with fillers are
also gaining popularity in many countries.
What's Up Down There?
There are some patented shots that help to enhance
sexual satisfaction. For instance, the G-shot™ involves
injecting filler into the G spot, while the O-shot™ is
an injection of PRP (Platelet Rich Plasma) into the G
spot. For vaginal rejuvenation, lasers, radiofrequency
and PRP can be employed to tighten vaginal walls.
For the Boys
The most commonly used sex aids for men are
Viagra, Cialis, Levitra and Stendra, all of which
enhance the effects of nitric oxide to increase
blood flow. In Korea, penile enhancements with
fillers is gaining popularity, while P-shot™ offers
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a combination of PRP and vacuum suction (penile
pump) for longer-term effects, particularly for those
who erectile dysfunction as a result of illness or
surgery. If it's looks you're after, "Scrotox" is - you
guessed it - botox for your scrotum, which helps to
smooth out wrinkles and decrease sweating.
Disclaimer: this article is informational, not all listed procedures or products are readily available. Some of these methods are unconventional and
controversial; the goal here to present the recent trends.
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